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ON NA-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

By Gyu Ihn Chae, T. Noiri and Do Won Lee 

1. Introduction 

The purpose 01 this paper is to introduce a new class 01 lunctions named 

na-continuous functions. This class is stronger than the class of super-continuous 

functions due to Munshi (10) , and weaker than the class 01 strongly continuous 

lunctions due to S. P. Arya (1). In section 2, we obtain several characteriza

tions of na-continuous functions. Section 3 Ís related to basic properties of na
continuous functions. 1n the last section, we investigate the relationships 

among na-continuity and several strong lorms 01 continuity. 

Throughout this paper, spaces always mean topological spaces and g : X• Y 

denotes a function 01 a space X into a space Y. Let S be a subset 01 a space 

X. The closure and the interior 01 S are denoted by cl(S) and int (S) , respect
ively. A subset S is said to be regular open (resp. regular closed) il int (cl(S)) 

=S (resp. cl(int(S))=S). A point x in a space X is said to be a ð-cluster point 

。1 a subset S 01 X (1 5) il sn Ui= tþ lor each regular open set U 01 X conta ining 

x . A subset S is called ð-c1∞ed if all ð-cluster points 01 S are contained in S. 

Complement 01 a ð-clcsed set is called ð-open. Intersec tion of all ð-closed sets 

containing S is called ð-closure of S and denoted by δcl(S) 

O. Njastad defined an a-set in a space as a set S such that Sζint(cl(int(S)) ). 

S. N. Maheshwari defined a feebly open set as a set S such that therer exists 
an open set 0 such that 0亡Sζscl(O) ， where scl(O) denotes the semiclosure 

of 0 [3,4,5). It was shown in (3) that a-sets and feebly open 앞ts are the 

same sets in any spaces. Complement of a feebly open set is call어 a feebly 

closed se t. Intersection of all feebly open sets containing S is called the feeble 

closure of S and is denoted by Jcl(S). 

By RO(X, T) , DQ(X, T) and FO(X,7‘) (RO(X) , DQ(X) and FO(X) without 

confusions) , we will denote, respectively, the family of all regular open sets, 
.all ð-open sets and all feebly open sets of a space (X, T). 

2. Characterization 

DEFIN lTION 2. 1. A function g : X• Y is said to be na-continuous if. for each 
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VEFO( y), g-'(V)EÐO(X) 

THEOREM 2. 1. For a fi.…clion g ‘ X• Y. the followings are equivalent 
(a) g is na.continuous 
(b) For each xEX and each VEFO(Y) contain끼.gg(x) ， there exists an UEDO(X ) 

cOllta ;，씨.g .~ such that g (U) ζ V. 
(c) For each xEX and each VEFO( Y) containing g(x) , there e되sts an UERO(X) 

containing x such that g( U)ζV 

(d) For each feeb ly closed set F of κ g-'(F) is ð-c/osed. 

(e) g(ðcl(A))ζfcl (g (A)) for each subset A of X 

(f) ðcl(g-'(B ))cg-' (fcl(B)) for each subset B o[ Y. 

PROOF. (a)::>(b) : Let xEX .nd VEFO( Y) containing g(x). Then g - '(V)E 

FO(X) containing x . Pu t U=g-'(V) . Then we have g(U) cV. 

i (b)::>(c) : Let xEX and VεFO(y) containing g(x). Then there exists 'an 

UoEÐO(α씨x끼) co때on때l 

o이f regular 0야pen sets [1 2낌] ’ there exists an UtεRO(X) such tha t xEU'ζUo' 

Therefore, we have g( U)ζ V. 

(c)::>(d) : Let F be a feebly c10sed set of Y. For each xeg-'(Y-F) , there 

exists an UxERO(X) such that xEUxζg-'(Y-F) ‘ Theref。re， we have g-l(F)= 

n IX-Ux lxeg-'(Y-F)} ‘ This means that g -J(F) is õ-c1osed in X. 

(d)::>(e) : For each subset A of X, [c1(g (A)) is a smallest feebly c10sed set 

of Y containing g(A) [4, Theorem 2.10]. Thus Aeg-'(끼cl (g (A))) and hence 

ðcl (ll )는g-' (fcl(g(A))) by (d). Therefore, we obtain g(ócl(A))ζ[cl (g (A)). 

(e) ::> (f) : For each BCY, we have g (ðcl (g-'(B)) )εfcl (g (g -, (8)))Cπ 1 ( B) ßnd 
hence ðcl (g -'(8))ζg-lαC1 (B)). 

(f) ::> (a) : Let VEFO( Y) . Then Y-V is a feebly closed set and õcl (g -'(Y

V))ζg-'(쇼I(Y-V))=g-'(y-V) . Thus g-'(y-V) is ð-c1osed in X and 

g -'(V)EÐO(X) 

DEFINlTION 2.2. A function g : X• Y is said to be super-continuous [10] if 

for each x든X and each neighborho여 V of g(x) , there exists a neighborho<성 

U of x such that g(int(c1(U) ))ζV 

It was shown in [3] that FO(X) is a topology on a space X, that is, (X , 

FO(X)) is a topological space. RO(X) is a basis for a topology which is called. 
the semi-regularization of T for a space(X, T) and denoted by T,. 
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THEOREM 2.2. For a function g : (X, T)→(κT’)， the 껴llowings art tquivaltnl: 

(a) g is na-continuous 

(b) go: (X, T) • ( ι FO( Y)) is suþer.conlinuous, where go(x)=g(x) for xEX. 

(c) g. : (X, T ,)• (Y, FO(η ) is continuous, where g.(x) =g(x) for xEX. 

PROOF. (a)~(b) : Let V be an open set of (ι FO( Y)). Then VεFO(κ T) and 

g -1 (V)EDO(X). It follows from Theorem 2. 1 in [10) tha t g is super.continuous 

(b)수 (c) : For eacb open set V of (ι FO(η ), g;l(V)gDO(X, T) and g.-l(V) 

is open in (X, T ,). Therefore, g. is continuous. 

(c)~(a) : For eacb VEFO(Y, T'), V is open in (y, FO(Y)) and hence g;I(V) 

is open (X, T ,). Tberefore, g-I(V)EDO(X, T). Hence g is na-continuous. 

DEFINITION 2.3. A filterbase $i8= {B ,1 on a space X is said to ò-converge 

(resp. sf-converge [3) ) to a point x in X [8) if, for eacb VERO(X) (resp. V 

εFO(X)) there exists a B，ε$i8 sucb tbat B,C V. 

A net {x， l ，를D in X is said t。 ιconverge (resp. sf-converge) to xEX if tbe 

net is eventually in eacb regular òpen set containing x (resp. eacb feebly 

。pen set) 

THEOREM 2.3. For a funclion g : (X, T) • ( ι T ’), thtfollowings art tQuivaltflt : 

(a) g is na-continuous. 

(b) For each x드X and tach filt trbast GØ ð-converging to x , g (a!) convergts to 

g(x) in (ι FO( Y)). 

(c) For each xEX and each net {x,l ,eD ò-convtT용ing 10 x , the net {g(꺼) 1 ,e D 

conveκges to g(x) in ι FO( y)) 

(d) For each xEX and each filterbase $i8 ò-converging to x , g(‘W) sf-converges 

10 g(x) in ι T'). 

(e) For each xEX and each nel {x，l ，를D ð-convtrging to x , t h.t ntt (g(꺼) 1 ， εD 
sf-conνerges 10 g(x) in (y, T ’) . 

PROOF. (a)융 (b)양(c) follows, imm어iately， from Tbeorem 2.1 and (a) 융 (d} 

<*(e) follows, easily, from Tbeorem 2.1 

3. Basic properties 

THEOREM 3. 1. lf g : X• Y is na-continuous and A is open in X, th.en the

restriction g I A : A• Y is na-cont‘nuous 
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PROOF. Let VEFO(Y). Then g-I(V)EÐO(X) and it is a union of regular 

。pen sets V, of X. Since A is open in X. V, n A is regular open in the subspace 

A [12. Theorem 4]. Therefore. (g IA)-I(V) is the union of g -I(V,) n A and 

hence (g IA)-I(V)EDO(A) 

THEOREM 3.2. If g : X-Y and f: y.• Z art na-continuous, then the comþos;t;on 

f og: X• Z ;5 na-continuous 

PROOF. It is obvious to prove. since each ð-open set is feebly open in a 

space 

LEMMA 3. 1. ut {X, IJ. ED’ he a family 0/ spaces and UJ.j ht a suhset 01 X J,i 

” Jor tach ;=1, 2,"', ι Then U=n u,‘ X n x , is ð-open (resp. feebly open) in . n 
1=1 ‘’ .1*1; ‘ A를D 

Xl ’f and only if 아iEDO(Xμ ) (mp. 이lεFO(x，，)) for each i=l. 2 •. ’ n. 

PROOF. From [7. Remark 2.1]. mX,).=n(X).. ThusU'εDOmX，) iff U is 

O야n in (nX) .. where (X,). is the semi-regularizaion of X" Therefore. U，ε 

DOmX,) iff 이 IS 0야n in (X시) .. i. e . . U"EDO(X,,) for each i= 1. 2 ..... n. 

Next. assume that UEFOmX,) ‘ Then. by [6. Problem 1-2. p.105J, we 

” have Uζint (cl(in t (U) ))ζm int(cl(int(U,.)))} x n X ,. Therefore. “’e obtain 
.=1 ‘ 1;t:1; .. 

아iC int(cl(int(이i))) for each i=l. 2 ..... n. Thus U"εFO(X，，) for each i= 1. 2. 

'. n. Conversely. assume that U치EFO(X，，) for each i= 1. 2 ..... ι Then. UC 

” U1 int(cl(int (U,,)))} x n X,C int(cl(int(U))). The pr∞f completes. 
;= 1 À*l~' ‘ 

THEOREM 3.3 μt g, : X,-Y, be a fu，찌on for each ÀED and g : nx，-‘ nη a 

f “nclion tÙfined by g( (x,}) = (g/커)} for each (X,}Enx,. If g ’s na-conUnuous, 
thtn gl ;s na-contiωuous for each ÀED 

PROOF. Let ßED and Vp드FO(Yp)' Then. by Lemma 3.1. V=Vp x ,D η 's 
,.. J.;;:.fJ 

feebly open in n η and g-l(V) =gJl( Va) X i않， is ð녕pen in nx,. From Lemma 

3.1. g;I(Vp)EÐO(X). Therefore. gp is na-co때띠O띠· 
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THEOREM 3. 4. Lιt g: X• Y be a function and G : X• X x Y be the grapk 

function ofg defined by G(x) =(x,g(x)) for each xεX. 11 G is na- conf;nuous, 
then g is na-continuous 

PROOF. Let xEX and VEFO(η containing g (x). Then, by Lemma 3.1, 
X x VEFO(X x Y) containing g(x) . Since G is na-continuous, by Theorem 2.1 
there exists an lJεDO(X) containing x such that G(U) c X x V. Hence 

g (U)c V 

REMARK 3. 1. It was known in [3, Example 2.2) that VεFO(X x Y) may 
not, generally. be a union of sets of the form A x B in the product space X x Y. 
where AεFO(X) and BEFO(Y). Therefore. the converse of Theorem 3.4 may 

not be true. genera lly. 

4. . ComparÎsÎons 

1n this section we investigate relations between na- continuity and severa r 
strong forms of continuity. We shall recall definitions of functions used here 

DEFINITION 4. 1. A function g: X• Y is said to be strongly continuous 

(written STC) [9) if g(cl(A))Cg (A) for each subset A of X 

REMARK 4. 1. It was shown in [9. Corollary 2) that g : X• Y is STC if and 

。nly if g -'(B) is open and closed in X for each Bc Y. 

DEFINITlON 4. 2. A function g: X-• Y is said to be completely con tinuous 

(written CC) [1) (resp. ß-continu3us (written ßC) [4)) if g -'( V)ERO(X) , for 

each open (resp. regular open) set V of Y 

D. Carnahan [2) called ßC functions R- maps. 

DEFINITION 4.3. A function g: X-Y is said to strongly 8-continuous (written 

ST8) [J4) (resp. ð-continuous (written ðC) [12). almost continuous (written 

AC) [J5)) if. for each xEX and each open neighborhcxxi V of g(x). there 

exists an open neighborho영 U of x such that g(cl( U) )cV ( resp. g(int(cl (U)} 

/ ζint(cl(V)) ， g( U) εint(cl(VJ) J . 

THEOREM 4. 1. The next implications hold but non< of the implications may be, 
in general, rroerμble (Example 4. 1 and 4. 2. ) 

Strollgly Continuity=>Na-Continuity=>Sμiþer-Conti nuity-::!!)Co nt i nuity 

PROOF. The 1st implication follows from Remark 4. 1. Let g : X• Y be na-
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<:ontinuous and V an open set of Y. 1'hen g -'(V)EDO(X) because open sets 

are feebly open. Hence g is super-continuous [10, 1'heorem 2. 1.]. T he 3rd 
implication was shown in [10, 14]. 

EXAMPLE 4. 1. Let X = (a, b, c) be a space with 1'= {tf: , (a). (b) (a, b) , X). Let 

.g: x-• X be a function defined by g(a)=g(b) =a and g(c)=c. 1'hen g is na
con tinuous because 1'=FO(X). Hcwever, g is not S1'O and hence not S1'C [13, 
Example 4. 14] 

EXAMPLE 4. 2: Let R be the usual space of reals and i ; R-R be the identity 

function. Since R is regular, is S1'O. However, since there exists a feebly 
open set which is not open in R [2, Exa mple 2. 1], is not na-continuous 

Therefore, a super.continuous function i~ ， in general , not na-continuous. 

RD!ARK 4. 2. Na-continuity and ß-continuity are independent of each other, 
""s the next examples show. 

EXAMPLE 4.3. Let X={a,b,cl be a space with 1'= {tf:, (a) ,X). 1'hen the 
iden tity i ; X• X is {3C, but not na-continuous 

EXAMPLE 4. 4. Let R be the usual space of reals and Y= (a, b, c, d) be a space 

”이 th 1'= 얘， (a) ， {b’ , (c) , (a ,b) , (a,c) , (b,cl , (a ,b,c) , Yl. Define a function g; R• 

Y by ;g(x)=a if x <.p ;g(x)=b “ p<x<q ; g(x) =c if q< x < r; g(x) =d if x= 

p,q and r듣x， where p, q and r are distinct reals. Then g is na-continuous, but 
not ßC and hence not CC. 

REMARK 4.3. Complete continuity and na-continuity are independent, as 
Example 4.4 and the next example show. 

EXAMPLE 4.5. Let X={a,b,c,d) be a space with 1'={\Ó, {c) , {a,b) , {a,b,c) , 
X). Let Y= (x,y, z) be a space with 1'= {\Ó, (x) , Yl. Define a function g ; X• Y 
by g(a)=g(b)=x, g(c)=y and g(d)=z. 1'hen g is Cc. but not na-continuous. 

From the resu lts in this section, we obtain the following diagram 

51‘8----• 5C---- • c 

. (known) 

where A-r-B represents that A does not always imply B, moreover, SC= 
.>ò uper-con tinuous, NAC=na-continuous and C=continuous. 
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